
YARDAGE

Medallion Swag 20”, 22”, or 24” Depth 9308
44” to 54” Wide

Each swag and jabot is cut separately, in order to have all the necessary angles.  The pieces are sewn together and then the
seams can be “scrunched” by hand, or stack the fullness in accordion style pleats.  To install, the seam areas will lay on
top of the medallion post.  The swags have a top “droop” area of 3” to 4” from the top of the medallion post.  The swag
droop area and the amount of fullness can be adjusted.  There are no instructions to make the swags a different width or
depth.

The jabot depth is approximately 37”, 42”, or 46”.  Instructions to alter the depth of the jabot are included.

Maltese Cross Rosette 4”, 6”, or 8” pattern is included.  Instructions to make medallions for the rosette are included.

Fabric Suggestions: Do not use bulky fabrics.  Interlining is okay because it can be trimmed away from the seam areas.
Soft fabrics are best.  Stripes and plaids work well.  The rosettes have self covered cord sewn into the side seams of the
loops.

Photo Cover: Fabrics and trims by Carole Fabrics® www.carolefabrics.com
Main fabric: Figaro (color) Midnight
Jabot lining: Molini (color) Raven
Trim: 47698 Long Tassel fringe (color) Classic
For retail, fabrics and trims are available through M’Fay Patterns®.

YARDAGE

To know what size swag you need, measure straight across from medallion to medallion.  The amount for the droop area
has already been added.  Do not allow more.

With so many different fabric widths and repeats available today, we find it works best if we give you the actual pattern sizes so
you can determine how they will fit your fabric.

         Upright Cut Swag            Bias Cut Swag
  20” depth
44” wide ...................... the pattern is ...................... 59” wide x 41” deep .......................... 59” wide x 59” deep
54” wide ...................... the pattern is ...................... 69” wide x 41” deep .......................... 65” wide x 65” deep

  22” depth
44” wide ...................... the pattern is ...................... 62” wide x 45” deep .......................... 62” wide x 62” deep
54” wide ...................... the pattern is ...................... 71” wide x 45” deep .......................... 69” wide x 69” deep

  24” depth
44” wide ...................... the pattern is ...................... 65” wide x 49” deep .......................... 65” wide x 65” deep
54” wide ...................... the pattern is ...................... 74” wide x 49” deep .......................... 73” wide x 73” deep

Lengthwise Cut: The width measurement will run with the selvage.

Jabot (one) 20” depth 22” depth 24” depth
The pattern is ............. 32” wide x 38 deep ............ 35” wide x 43” deep .......................... 39” wide x 47” deep

Rosette (2 cuts are needed)             8”      6”     4”
The pattern is ......................................... 4  1/2” x 20” ................... 4” x 16”
3” x 12”

Same amount of lining will be needed for all of the above.
Same amount of interlining (optional).

Trims: (Trims must be able to curve)

  20” depth          22” depth  24” depth
Each 44” wide swag .................. 64” ................................ 67” ................................ 70”
Each 54” wide swag .................. 74” ................................ 76” ................................ 79”
Each jabot ................................... 86” ................................ 97” ................................ 108”

Includes trims to go on both sides and bottom of jabots.

The largest rosette will need 2 1/4 yd of small cord (1/4” or less).

More detail information about yardage and alterations is given inside packet.
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